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RNA folding kinetics using Monte Carlo and Gillespie algorithms  
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Amir Bayegan 

Boston College 

 

Introduction: Many biological processes are controlled by the speed with which certain RNA 

molecules fold, whether there are kinetically trapped metastable structures, whether certain 

regions of the molecule are accessible at a certain time, etc. Examples include gene expression of 

MS2 maturation protein, regulation of plasmid copy number by ColE1 RNAII, and cell fate 

determination in the host-killing/suppression of killing system (hok/sok) of E. coli. For that 

reason, computational methods developed for RNA secondary structure folding kinetics include 

the determination of (1) near-optimal folding pathways, (2) population occupancy curves by 

solving the master equation dP(t) dt = P(t)Q, where P(t) = <P1(t),...,Pn(t)> is the row vector in 

which Pi(t) represents the proportion of molecules in state i at continuous time t and Q is the nxn 

rate matrix, (3) computation of the mean first passage time (MFPT) by matrix inversion, by 

using the Monte Carlo algorithm or the Gillespie algorithm. In this poster,we analyze the relation 

between the discrete-time, time-driven Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm, familiar to computer 

scientists as the Metropolis algorithm, and the continuous-time, event-driven Gillespie algorithm, 

familiar to physicists working in molecular kinetics.  

 

Results: In the literature, there is a tacit and sometimes explicit assumption that the estimation of 

mean first passage time (MFPT) by the Monte Carlo algorithm and the Gillespie algorithm are 

essentially equivalent, or at least yield comparable results. We show the following.  

 

1. Monte Carlo trajectory time is asymptotically equal to <N> times Gillespie trajectory time, 

where <N> is the expected degree for the network (graph) underlying the Markov state or 

process.  

 

2. Stationary distribution for Monte Carlo MS1 moves on the network of secondary structures is 

not the Boltzmann distribution; however, the stationary distribution for Monte Carlo is the 

Boltzmann distribution, but for the latter algorithm, the previous result (1) would then no longer 

hold.  

 

3. The Monte Carlo and Gillespie algorithms cannot be used interchangeably when estimating 

MFPT; although Monte Carlo MFPT roughly correlates with Gillespie MFPT for a 

benchmarking set of 1000 20-nt RNAs, the correlation drops slightly when multiplying the 

Gillespie MFPT by <N>.  

 

4. We have developed software to compare Monte Carlo and Gillespie algorithms for RNA 

folding, as well as efficient dynamic programming algorithms to compute the expected degree 

hNi for the network of RNA secondary structures of a given RNA sequence, with respect to 

either the uniform or the Boltzmann probability for move set MS1 (addition and removal of a 

base pair) and MS2 (addition, removal and shift of a base pair).  
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See http://bioinformatics.bc.edu/clote/RNAexpNumNbors.  
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Gene clusters are sets of genes in a genome with associated functionality. Often, they exhibit 

close proximity to each other on the chromosome which can be beneficial for their common 

regulation. A popular strategy for finding gene clusters is to exploit the close proximity by 

identifying sets of genes that are consistently close to each other on their respective 

chromosomal sequences across several related species.  

 

Yet, even more than gene proximity on linear DNA sequences, the spatial conformation of 

chromosomes may provide a pivotal indicator for common regulation and/or associated function 

of sets of genes. Recently, a new sequencing technology emerged that is called high-throughput 

chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C). The method measures the number of observed 

contacts between DNA regions within a cell sample leading to valuable indications on the 

conformation of the chromatin structure.  

 

We present the first gene cluster model capable of handling spatial data. Our model extends a 

popular computational model for gene cluster prediction, called δ-teams, from sequences to 

general graphs. In doing so, δ-teams are single-linkage clusters of a set of shared vertices 

between two or more undirected weighted graphs such that the largest link in the cluster does not 

exceed a given threshold δ in any input graph.  

 

We apply our model to human and mouse data to find spatial gene clusters, i.e., gene sets with 

functional associations that exhibit close neighborhood in the spatial conformation of the 

chromosome across species. To this end, our method integrates Hi-C and genome sequence data 

into weighted undirected graphs, where vertices represent gene family identifiers of genes and 

weighted edges correspond to distances obtained from Hi-C data. Our method identifies all δ-

teams in the studied dataset in less than two hours on state-of-the-art hardware.  

 

To evaluate our approach, we compare predicted spatial gene clusters with those obtained 

through the traditional analysis of (linear) chromosomal sequences. We find several gene clusters 

that are closer in their spatial conformation than on their chromosomal sequences, thus providing 

further evidence for the existence of spatial gene clusters. 
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The microbiome and resistome, which refers to all the antimicrobial resistant (AMR) genes in 

pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria, are frequently studied using shotgun metagenomics 

data. Unfortunately, there are few methods capable of identifying single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in metagenomics data, and to the best of our knowledge, there are no 

methods that identify SNPs in AMR genes. Nonetheless, the identification of SNPs in AMR 

genes is an important problem since it allows these genes, which confer resistance to antibiotics, 

to be “fingerprinted” and tracked across multiple samples or time periods. In this poster, we 

present LueVari, which allows SNPs to be identified in AMR genes from metagenomes data. 

LueVari is based on the read colored de Bruijn graph, an extension of the traditional de Bruijn 

graph that we present in this poster. We show that read coloring allows regions longer than the k-

mer length and shorter than the read length to be identified unambiguously. In addition to this 

theoretical concept, we present a succinct data structure that allows for large datasets to be 

analyzed in a reasonable amount of time and space. Our experiments demonstrate LueVari was 

the only SNP caller that reliably reported sequences that spanned on average 95.1% of the AMR 

gene. Competing methods (GATK and SAMtools) only reported specific loci and require a 

reference to do so. This feature, along with the high accuracy of LueVari, allows distinct AMR 

genes to be detected reliably in a de novo fashion.   
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A Bayesian model for single cell transcript expression analysis on MERFISH data 

 

Johannes Köster 

Institute of Human Genetics, University of Duisburg-Essen 

 

Multiplexed error-robust fluorescence in-situ hybridization (MERFISH) is a new technology to 

obtain spatially resolved gene or transcript expression profiles in single cells for hundreds to 

thousands of genes in parallel. We present a Bayesian model for expression analysis on 

MERFISH data, discuss the occurring computational challenges and present their algorithmic 

solution. We show that the model comprehensively captures the uncertainty in MERFISH data 

and eliminates systematic biases that can occur in raw RNA molecule counts obtained with 

MERFISH. Our model accurately estimates transcript expression, fold-change and coefficient of 

variation along with credible intervals and control of the expected false discovery rate. 

 

This enables MERFISH to scale towards the whole genome while being able to control the 

uncertainty in the obtained results. 
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An IP algorithm for RNA folding trajectories 
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Existent programs for folding kinetics of RNA secondary structures, such as Kinfold and 

KFOLD, implement the Gillespie algorithm to simulate the moves from one structure to another, 

for a particular move set. Move set MS1 [resp. MS2 ] allows the addition or removal [resp. 

addition, removal or shift] of a single base pair. Define the MS1 [resp. MS2] distance between 

secondary structures s and t to be the minimum path length in refolding s to t, where a move 

from MS1 [resp. MS2 ] is applied in each step. The MS1 distance between s and t is trivially 

equal to the number of base pairs belonging to s but not t, or vice-versa. The MS2 move set 

allows simulation of important conformation transformations that occur in RNA folding, such as 

defect diffusion and helix zippering. Therefore, MS2 distance provides a more realistic notion of 

distance between RNA secondary structures. Here, we describe the first algorithm that computes 

the MS2 distance between any two structures s, t of a given RNA sequence. Our algorithm 

applies integer programming (IP) to solve the minimum feedback vertex set problem for the 

“conflict digraph” associated with input secondary structures s, t, and subsequently applies a 

topological sort, in order to generate an optimal MS2 folding pathway from s to t that maximizes 

the use of shift moves. The resulting algorithm could require exponential time and space in the 

worst case. This raises the question whether the MS2 distance between secondary structures is 

NP-complete, still an open problem. 
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Addressing reliability of models using parallelized modified teaching learning based 
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Adverse drug reactions(ADR) are harmful effects observed in humans upon exposure to 

pharmacologically active chemical molecules and the cost associated with drug induced 

morbidity and mortality runs into billions of dollars every year. A systematic, reliable and 

accurate approach to predict ADRs at early stages of drug discovery and development is urgently 

required to address the menace of ADRs to human kind. Our approach is centered on the 

development of a predictive ADR platform based on i) the ADRs data of drug candidates, ii) 

binding profiles of drug candidates on the targets that have clinical relevance, and iii) in-house 

developed novel algorithms to predict possible a) ADR profiles of new drug candidates and b) 

unintended polypharmacology. Herein, we discuss a novel in-house algorithm, namely modified 

teaching learning based feature selection algorithm, a social inspired heuristic method, employed 

in building ADR models, addressing the need for developing reliable computational approaches. 

Teaching learning based optimization (TLBO), proposed by Rao et al[1] for parameter 

optimization, has been adopted by various authors for feature selection but none have produced 

reproducible results, especially for larger subset selection, when applied in ADRs prediction. We 

propose several modifications that can be extended to other heuristic feature selection algorithms 

and parallelize the modified method to achieve real time reliable results for larger data sets.  

 

TLBO obtains an optimal solution by modifying the population, a set of randomly initiated 

feature subsets, in two phases–teaching and learning–using a teaching factor and a random 

number. The key changes that contributed to improved reproducibility of our proposed method 

are a) modifying the population in every iteration using exhaustive search on the combined 

features, called pool, of any two subsets b) improving diversity of these pools by including 

additional features before performing exhaustive search c) selecting initial population that met 

predefined criteria such as low inter-correlation, minimum or maximum objective function that 

the algorithm is optimizing. These changes minimize the occurrence of local optimization, 

maximize search ability and improve the quality of the population, with respective to the 

objective function, of the algorithm. However, this improved reproducibility was achieved at the 

cost of additional computation and this can be mitigated by executing population initialization, 

teaching phase and learning phase in parallel. To achieve this, we have performed various 

optimizations, which will be discussed in poster, to reduce divergence, load imbalance and 

memory latency. For example, i) the variable pool size for each subset of the population, in each 

phase, can cause load imbalance and also increase memory latencies on GPU’s, this is minimized 

by fixing the pool sizes which can decrease the search capability or increase computational time 

depending on the pool size, ii) the random initialization of population in parallel is seeded with 

its index to reduce duplicates. These optimizations have resulted in a speed up of 20x using 

CUDA and OpenMP C individually without compromising quality, for selecting a subset of size 

8 for predicting human serum albumin binding affinity[2], on a Intel Xeon E5-2620 

v2@2.10GHz 24 cores CPU with Tesla K20 GPU when compared with optimized serial C code. 
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pufferfish: A fast graph-based indexing and query strategy for large genomic sequences 

 

Fatemeh Almodaresi 
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Hirak Sarkar 
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Rob Patro 
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We present pufferfish, an implementation of a novel data structure for representing the 

compacted de Bruijn graph (cdbg) that can be used as a pattern matching index. Existing 

structures for indexing large strings typically fall into two categories; those that are hash-based 

and provide very fast access to indexed patterns of fixed-length (k-mers) [3] and those that are 

space-frugal and provide asymptotically efficient but practically slower pattern search for 

arbitrary length patterns (Bowtie2[8], BWA-MEM[9], and gramtools[10]). There have been 

recent efforts to extend both approaches to the context of indexing different types of sequence 

graphs[1,5,11,12], with tradeoffs between space and time efficiency. These efforts are 

interesting, in part, because the cdbg has recently emerged as a desirable sequence indexing data 

structure, because of the efficiency with which it handles repetitive sequences. By definition, any 

k-mer present in the reference sequence will occur in exactly one unitig of the cdbg. The absence 

of duplicate k-mers in the unitig set allows efficient indexing of these k-mers with a minimum 

perfect hash function (MPHF).  

 

Pufferfish achieves a balance between time and space resources. By building upon a MPHF[2], 

we provide practically fast k-mer lookup, and by carefully organizing our data structure and 

making use of succinct representations where applicable, we greatly reduce the space compared 

to traditional hashing-based implementations. Pufferfish is a data structure for indexing, rather 

than building, the cdbg, and we rely on state-of-the-art tools such as TwoPaCo[6] or BCalm2[4] 

for cdbg construction. The main components of the data structures are a minimum perfect hash 

function (MPHF) built on k-mers, the concatenated unitig array from which the k-mers are 

sampled, a bit vector that marks the boundary of unitigs in the concatenated array, a vector 

containing the offset position for the k-mers, and a unitig table enumerating the occurrences of 

each unitig in the reference sequence[5].  

 

Moreover, we present two variants of the pufferfish data structure; namely, a dense and sparse 

variant. The first is optimized for fast queries and the second provides the user with the ability to 

trade off space for speed in a fine-grained manner, using a strategy similar to that adopted in the 

FM-index[7]. In the sparse index, we only keep offset positions for a subset of k-mers. To query 

an unsampled k-mer, the sparse representation is aided with a few auxiliary data structures of 

much smaller size. Since the largest component of the index is the position vector, adopting this 

sparse representation significantly reduces the required memory and disk space. Our initial 

analyses suggest that pufferfish (dense) achieves similar speed to existing hash-based 

approaches, while greatly reducing the memory and disk space required for indexing. We 

consider indexing and query on both small (human transcriptome) and large (~8000 bacterial 

genomes) reference datasets. Pufferfish strikes a desirable balance between speed and space 
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usage, and allows for fast search on large reference sequences, using moderate memory 

resources.  
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We present Strelka2, a fast and accurate small variant caller for next-generation sequencing data. 

Strelka2 introduces rapid clinical analysis of germline variation in small cohorts, and improves 

upon Strelka’s original analysis of somatic variation in tumor/normal sample pairs. The germline 

caller employs a haplotype model to improve call quality and provide read-backed variant 

phasing, in addition to adaptive estimation of indel error parameters from the input sequence data 

to improve the method’s robustness to indel noise. Both the germline and somatic callers include 

a final empirical variant rescoring step using a random forest model trained on numerous features 

indicative of call quality, as a means to supplement the core variant calling probability model and 

further improve precision.  

 

To assess Strelka2’s germline calling performance, we compared its results with the recent 

PrecisonFDA challenge submissions, demonstrating that Strelka2 had an average indel F1-score 

1.6% higher than the best challenge submission, while giving comparable results for SNVs. 

These results are striking when accounting for the fact that all Strelka2 runs use default 

parameters, whereas the top results of the PrecisionFDA challenge are acquired using pipelines 

specially trained for the challenge data or combining results of multiple read mappers and/or 

callers. To assess runtime, we benchmarked Strelka2 against the Sentieon DNAseq Haplotyper 

pipeline. For the 4 PrecisionFDA datasets, Strelka2 was 1.7 times faster than Sentieon on 

average while also outperforming Sentieon in accuracy, with an average F1-score improvement 

of 2.1% for indels and 0.27% for SNVs (Genome in a bottle truth sets v3.3.2).  

 

Strelka2’s somatic variant calling accuracy is assessed using mixtures of unrelated individuals to 

simulate differing levels of tumor impurity (NA12878 and NA12877 as tumor and normal, 

respectively) . We generated 4 such in-silico tumor datasets with varying tumor impurity, and a 

truth set consisting of germline variants calls in NA12878 where the corresponding NA12877 
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genotype is homozygous reference. We compared Strelka2 with the Sentieon TNhaplotyper 

pipeline using these in-silico mixtures in the role of the tumor sample and a separate NA12877 

dataset as the normal sample, demonstrating both higher accuracy and much faster analysis. We 

found that Strelka2 showed significantly higher precision than Sentieon for all the datasets, with 

an average F1 score improvement over Sentieon of 15% for SNVs and 22% for indels, while also 

demonstrating an average runtime advantage of 3.5x over Sentieon on the same compute 

hardware.  

 

Strelka2 is freely available under the GNU General Public License v3.0 at 

https://github.com/Illumina/strelka. 
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Most string kernels for comparison of genomic sequences are generally tied to using (absolute) 

positional information of the features in the individual sequences. This poses limitations when 

comparing variable-length sequences using such string kernels. For example, profiling chromatin 

interactions by 3C-based experiments results in variable-length genomic sequences (restriction 

fragments). Here, exact position-wise occurrence of signals in sequences may not be as 

important as in the scenario of analysis of the promoter sequences, that typically have a 

transcription start site as reference. Existing position-aware string kernels have been shown to be 

useful for the latter scenario.  

 

In this work, we propose a novel approach for sequence comparison that enables larger 

positional freedom than most of the existing approaches, can identify a possibly dispersed set of 

features in comparing variable-length sequences, and can handle both the aforementioned 

scenarios. Our approach, CoMIK, identifies not just the features useful towards classification but 

also their locations in the variable-length sequences, as evidenced by the results of three binary 

classification experiments, aided by recently introduced visualization techniques. Furthermore, 

we show that we are able to efficiently retrieve and interpret the weight vector for the complex 

setting of multiple multi-instance kernels. 
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We formulate and analyze a novel seed-driven algorithm SeedHam for PWM learning. To learn 

a PWM of length t, the algorithm uses the most frequent t-mer of the training data as a seed, and 

then restricts the learning into a small Hamming neighborhood of the seed. The SeedHam 

method is intended for PWM learning from large sequence sets (up to hundreds of Mbases) 

containing enriched motif instances. A robust variant of the method is introduced that decreases 

contamination from artefact instances of the motif and allows using larger Hamming 

neighbourhoods. To solve the motif orientation problem in two-stranded DNA we introduce a 

novel seed finding rule, based on analysis of palindromic structure of sequences. Test 

experiments are reported, illustrating the relative strengths of different variants of out methods.  

 

Availability and implementation: A C++ implementation of the method is available from  

http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/jttoivon/seedham/ 
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While computational RNA secondary structure prediction is an important tool in RNA research, 

it is still fundamentally limited to pseudoknot-free structures (or at best very simple 

pseudoknots) in practice. Here, we make the prediction of complex pseudoknots ---including 

kissing hairpin structures---practically applicable by reducing the originally high space 

consumption. For this aim, we apply the technique of sparsification and other space-saving 

modifications to the recurrences of the CCJ algorithm. Thus, the theoretical space complexity of 

free energy minimization is reduced to 𝜃(𝑛3 + 𝑍), in the sequence length n and the number of 

non-optimally decomposable fragments ("candidates") Z.  

 

The sparsified CCJ algorithm, sparseCCJ, is presented in detail. Moreover, we provide and 

compare three generations of CCJ implementations, which continuously improve the space 

requirements: the original CCJ implementation, our first modified implementation, and our final 

sparsified implementation. The two latest implementations implement the established HotKnots 

DP09 energy model. In our experiments, using 244GB of RAM, the original CCJ 

implementation failed to handle sequences longer than 195 bases; sparseCCJ handles our 

pseudoknot data set (up to about length 400 bases) in this space limit.  

 

All three CCJ implementations and online supplement are available 

https://github.com/HosnaJabbari/CCJ. 
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Variant calling, in particular, calling SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms) is a fundamental 

task in genomics. While existing packages offer excellent performance on calling SNPs which 

have uniquely mapped reads, they suffer in loci where the reads are multiply mapped, and are 

unable to make any reliable calls. Variants in multiply mapped loci can arise, for example in long 

segmental duplications, and can play important role in evolution and disease.  

 

In this paper, we develop a new SNP caller named abSNP, which offers three innovations. (a) 

abSNP calls SNPs from RNA-Seq data; since RNA-Seq data is primarily sampled from gene 

regions, this method is inexpensive. (b) abSNP is able to successfully make calls on repetitive 

gene regions; by exploiting the quality scores of multiply mapped reads carefully in order to 

make variant calls. (c) abSNP exploits a specific feature of RNA-Seq data, namely the varying 

abundance of different genes, in order to identify which repetitive copy a particular read is 

sampled from.  

 

We demonstrate that the proposed method offers significant performance gains on repetitive 

regions in simulated data. In particular, the algorithm is able to achieve near-perfect sensitivity 

on high-coverage SNPs, even when multiply mapped. 
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Improved de novo peptide sequencing using LC retention time information 

 

Yves Frank 
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Thomas Tschager 

ETH Zurich 

 

Valentin Venzin 
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Liquid chromatography combined with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) is an important 

tool in proteomics for identifying the peptides in a sample.  Liquid chromatography temporally 

separates the peptides and tandem mass spectrometry analyzes the peptides, that elute one after 

another, by measuring their mass-to-charge ratios and the mass-to-charge ratios of their prefix 

and suffix fragments.   De novo peptide sequencing is the problem of reconstructing the amino 

acid sequences of the analyzed peptide from this measurement data.  While previous approaches 

solely consider the mass spectrum of the fragments for reconstructing a sequence, we propose to 

also exploit the information obtained from liquid chromatography.   We study the problem of 

computing a sequence that is not only in accordance with the experimental mass spectrum, but 

also with the retention time of the separation by liquid chromatography.  We consider three 

models for predicting the retention time of a peptide and develop algorithms for de novo 

sequencing for each model.  An evaluation on experimental data from synthesized peptides for 

two of these models shows an improved performance compared to not using the 

chromatographic information. 
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Finding local genome rearrangements 

 

Pijus Simonaitis 

ENS Lyon 
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CNRS, Université de Montpellier 

 

The Double Cut and Join (DCJ) model of genome rearrangement is well studied due to its 

mathematical simplicity and power to account for the many events that transform genome 

architecture. These studies have mostly been devoted to the understanding of minimum length 

scenarios transforming one genome into another. In this paper we search instead for DCJ 

rearrangement scenarios that minimize the number of rearrangements whose breakpoints are 

unlikely due to some biological criteria. We establish a link between this Minimum Local 

Scenario (MLS) problem and the problem of finding a Maximum Cycle Packing (MCP) on an 

undirected graph. This link leads us to a 3/2-approximation for MLS, as well as an exact integer 

linear program. From a practical perspective, we briefly report on the applicability of our 

methods and the potential for computation of distances using a more general weight function. 
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Rainbowfish: A succinct colored de Bruijn graph representation 

 

Fatemeh Almodaresi 
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The colored de Bruijn graph— a variant of the de Bruijn graph which associates each edge (i.e., 

k-mer) with some set of colors — is an increasingly important combinatorial structure in 

computational biology. Iqbal et al. demonstrated the utility of this structure for representing and 

assembling a collection (population) of genomes, and showed how it can be used to accurately 

detect genetic variants. Muggli et al. introduced VARI, a representation of the colored de Bruijn 

graph that adopts the BOSS representation for the de Bruijn graph topology and achieves 

considerable savings in space over Cortex albeit with some sacrifice in speed. The memory-

efficient representation of VARI allows the colored de Bruijn graph to be constructed and 

analyzed for large datasets, beyond what is possible with Cortex. 

 

In this paper, we introduce Rainbowfish, a succinct representation of the color information of the 

colored de Bruijn graph that reduces the space usage even further. Our representation also uses 

BOSS to represent the de Bruijn graph, but decomposes the color sets based on an equivalence 

relation and exploits the inherent skewness in the distribution of these color sets. The 

Rainbowfish representation is compressed based on the 0th-order entropy of the color sets, which 

can lead to a significant reduction in the space required to store the labels for each edge. In 

practice, Rainbowfish achieves up to a 20× improvement in space over VARI. Rainbowfish is 

written in C++11 and is available at https://github.com/ COMBINE-lab/rainbowfish. 
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Comparing a string to a large set of sequences is a key subroutine in greedy heuristics for 

clustering genomic data. Clustering 16S rRNA gene sequences into operational taxonomic units 

(OTUs) is a common method used in studying microbial communities. We present a new 

approach to greedy clustering using a trie-like data structure and Four Russians speedup. 

 

We evaluate the runtime of our method in terms of the number of comparisons it makes during 

clustering and show in experimental results that the number comparisons grows linearly with the 

size of the dataset as opposed to the quadratic runtime of other methods. We compare the 

clusters output by our method to the popular clustering tool UCLUST. We show that the clusters 

we generate can be both tighter and larger. 
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An important task in a metagenomic analysis is the assignment of taxonomic labels to sequences 

in a sample. Most widely used methods for taxonomy assignment compare the sequence in the 

sample to a database of known sequences. Many approaches use the best BLAST hit(s) to assign 

the taxonomic label. However, it is known that the best BLAST hit may not always correspond 

to the best taxonomic match. An alternative approach involves phylogenetic methods that take 

into account alignments and a model of evolution in order to more accurately define the 

taxonomic origin of sequences. The similarity-search based methods typically run faster than 

phylogenetic methods and work well when the organisms in the sample are well represented in 

the database. On the other hand, phylogenetic methods have the capability to identify new 

organisms in a sample, but are computationally quite expensive. In this work, we explore 

whether and when using top BLAST hit(s) yields a correct taxonomic label. We develop a 

method to detect outliers among BLAST hits in order to separate the phylogenetically most 

closely related matches from matches to sequences from more distantly related organisms. We 

used modified BILD (Bayesian Integral Log Odds) scores, a multiple-alignment scoring 

function, to define the outliers within a subset of top BLAST hits and assign taxonomic labels. 

We compared the performance of our method against RDP classifier and show that our method 

performs lesser misclassification while classifying novel organisms which are not present in the 

database. We tested our method with a real metagenomic dataset and compared our assignment 

against phylogenetic method TIPP to validate the accuracy of our method. 


